COMMUNITY MUSIC CENTER OF BOSTON

Fête de la Musique Performance Schedule 3:00–6:00pm

FRIEDA GARCIA PARK

CHILDE HASSAM PARK

HAYES PARK

BCA PLAZA

UNION PARK

RINGGOLD PARK

Urbanity

Kids Groove
with Urbanity

Facepainting
3:00–6:00 pm

Balloon Artist
3:00–6:00 pm

Ben and Jerry’s
3:00–6:00 pm

Brazilian Zouk
with Urbanity

3:00 pm
3:15 pm

AB Latin Jazz

Purpose

3:30 pm

Chris Hersch and
the MoonRaiders

Matt Heaton and
The Outside Toys
Session450
Akili Jamal Haynes
and a Slice of P.I.A.

3:45 pm
4:00 pm

Urbanity

AB Latin Jazz

4:45 pm

Urbanity

Riverside Brass

Purpose

4:15 pm
4:30 pm

WATSON PARK

Purpose

Chris Hersch and
the MoonRaiders

Session450

Akili Jamal Haynes
and a Slice of P.I.A.

Matt Heaton and
The Outside Toys

5:00 pm
5:15 pm

Urbanity

Riverside Brass

Purpose

5:30 pm
5:45 pm

Urbanity

AB Latin Jazz

Chris Hersch and
the MoonRaiders

Matt Heaton and
The Outside Toys

6:00 pm
Riverside Brass: Riverside Brass of Boston have
performed in concert at such venues as Boston
University and its Tanglewood Institute, King’s Chapel,
the Community Music Center of Boston, Old North
Church, Old South Church, Harvard University, UMass
Boston, and MIT. The group plays a wide variety of
styles—from Classical to Contemporary, and everything
in between. In the words of one listener, “I would never
have known that brass could sound so beautiful. The
voices can remain distinct as in a string quartet, but at
moments, they merge to create that majestic blend as
only brass can do.” For their outdoor Fête de la musique
performance, the trumpets and trombones of the
Riverside Brass will delight with an eclectic variety of
light classical music, blues, American folk and world
music, with a few fun surprises thrown in the mix.
Enjoy the summer sounds of brass!
Matt Heaton & The Outside Toys: Matt Heaton believes
music for kids can be entertaining for both children AND
parents. His songs are a mix of rockabilly, surf, American
roots and Irish traditional music, delivered with a wry
sense of humor and a sincere sense of fun. Children
and adults respond to his musicianship and variety. The
adults in the room particularly appreciate the Muppet-esque touches of humor and observations

of kid behavior. Whether you call it children’s music,
family music, kindie or toddlerbilly it’s sure to please
listeners of all ages.
Akili Jamal Haynes & a Slice of P.A.I. (POSITIVE
AFRICAN IMAGES): The voice of Chibuzo Music has
been shaped by Akili’s experience growing up in New
York and in Georgia. Using the sounds of home, church,
the city streets, his deep roots in jazz, funk, hip-hop,
poetry, story telling, European classical, African drum/
music/dance traditions from Ghana, Haiti, Brazil,
Uganda, and Senegal. Chibuzo music has been sculpted
by Akili’s tenacious search for self through music.
Purpose: Purpose is a collective of musicians who
explore the sounds of jazz, fusion, R&B and more,
arranging old works with a fresh young take along with
original compositions that address all aspects of the
African Diaspora.
Session450: Brad Faucher’s Session450 is a urban blues
group. It got its start, 7 years ago, as an informal weekly
music residency at Joco’s Kitchen & Bar in Waltham.
They now perform at clubs, festivals and concerts all
over New England! Recent performances include the
Blues for Veterans Festival and the Regent Theatre in
Arlington. The band consists of Brad Faucher on guitar
and vocals, Shiinichi Otsu on keys, Tim “Foxx” Gibson
on bass, and James Weston on drums.

Brad Faucher has long been a first-call guitarist and
vocalist on the Boston blues, and R&B scenes. You
may have seen him playing his blues-drenched guitar
with Boston’s best including: Chicago Bob Nelson, Bird
Taylor, Sweet Willie D, Nicole Nelson and Diane Blue.
Notable local performances include the Regent Theatre
in Arlington, Boston’s Symphony Hall, Tanglewood. Brad
effortlessly blends blues, jazz, gospel, and R&B in the
tradition of Johnny Guitar Watson, Grant Green, Snooks
Eaglin, Cornell Dupree, and O’Donnell Levy. You can
currently see him perform with Session450, The Spoilers,
Grant AME Male Gospel Chorus, KONG and Good Lord
the Lifted.
Chris Hersch and the MoonRaiders: The MoonRaiders
are a Western Swing band that combine elements of
Jazz, Rock n’ Roll, Country, and Truck Driving music.
Award winning guitarist Chris Hersch (www.chrishersch.
com) leads this quintet of accomplished musicians,
improvising and singing their way through an eclectic set
that will please both the dancer and music aficionado.
Drawing on a unique repertoire often overlooked in the
American Songbook, The MoonRaiders pivot between
Bob Wills, Chuck Berry, Dave Dudley, Commander Cody,
and original music, all in one show.

Warren Avenue Breakdown: A 6 piece band, playing
Latin and R & B music, led by jazz bassist, Chuck Gabriel.
Urbanity: (AT RINGGOLD): Kids Groove with Alex Davis:
Kids will explore the basics of creative movement and
hip hop. With combinations and more complex sequences
of movement, kids can experiment creatively and develop
strength, flexibility, balance and coordination while having
fun exploring different movement landscapes.
Brazilian Zouk with Jose Cuadra: (AT FRIEDA GARCIA):
Brazilian Zouk is a partner dance originating from Brazil.
The dance is a descendant of lambada, the music &
dance style that swept over the world like a storm in
the late 1980’s. Brazilian Zouk is characterized by the
dancers’ undulating bodies and the girls’ flowing hair.
Depending on the style of Brazilian Zouk, you can see
a close connection embrace and long graceful steps,
strong hip movements, body isolations and upper-body
torsions, wild spins and whip-like head movements.
It is danced by people of all ages in night clubs, dance
schools and events around the world!
Anne Plaisance: French visual artist, Anne Plaisance,
will lead an interactive art workshop where visitors can
create their own art from recycled products. This activity
is being sponsored by the Consulate General of France
in Boston.

